Contextualizing Greek ‘Originals’: The “Pouring Satyr” in Athens

The Pouring Satyr statue-type is preserved in a copy series of thirty works from the Roman period¹ (Fig. 1). In the late 19th century, the German scholar Adolf Furtwängler attributed the statue to the 4th century BCE² sculptor Praxiteles using Kopienkritik, a methodology which seeks to recover lost Greek ‘originals’ from Roman copies using the tenets of Morellian connoisseurship and textual criticism [24]. This attribution relied primarily on a reference in Pausanias, and on stylistic comparison with the Hermes of Olympia, then newly-discovered and thought to be an original work of Praxiteles [8, p. 310]³. As a result, the Pouring Satyr has been studied not just as a work of Praxiteles, but almost exclusively as a work of Praxiteles. The lack of context for the statue outside this attribution has further limited the scope of inquiry, with little discussion of the statue as an individual work in its own right. This has necessarily restricted understanding of the statue-type and the copy series as a whole. Moreover, the methodology of Kopienkritik itself has been challenged in the last several decades, leading to a scholarly movement away from artistic attribution and an increased focus on the copies as Roman statuary⁴. If, in keeping with this program, we are to reject artistic attribution, the Pouring Satyr is then stripped of its primary scholarly identification. Without the framework of the Praxitelean corpus, it is through the statue’s iconography that we can situate the Pouring Satyr in the 4th century, and can understand the statue not as something entirely new by a famous artist, but as part of a longer tradition of satyrs and banqueting iconography in Classical Greek art (Fig. 1).

The Roman copies of the Pouring Satyr statue-type range in date roughly from late Republican to Antonine periods and exist in various states of preservation [10; 25; 35]. Their iconography, however, is remarkably consistent, sharing virtually the same dimensions and varying only slightly in their pose. The satyr stands in contrapposto pose, with his weight shifted onto his left leg. He holds an oinochoe high over his head with his right hand and pours into a vessel in his

¹ I would like to thank the University of Winnipeg for the financial support in the completion of this project. I also wish to thank Antonio Corso, Ralf von den Hoff, and Matt Gibbs for commentary, suggestions, and support. Any errors in the text are mine, and mine alone.
² All dates following are in BCE.
³ On the literary sources connecting Praxiteles to the Pouring Satyr and Resting Satyr statue see Gercke [10, pp. 71–84]. The primary textual evidence for this attribution is Paus. 1.20.1–2. As Furtwängler [8, p. 310] himself noted, Pausanias’ text is problematic and unclear, and many different readings have been presented. Ajoottian [1, p. 111] gives various interpretations of the text from the 19th century onwards. See also Corso [4].
⁴ Scholars critical of Kopienkritik include [9; 19; 21; 22; 26; 29; 30; 37]. Scholars in support of Kopienkritik include [4; 5; 11; 17; 23; 24; 25].
left hand, held at hip level. He is youthful and almost human, more a boy than a satyr, but his true identity is revealed by his pointed ears, the clumps of berries in his hair, and on a few copies either a tail or a panther skin draped over the support at the leg. Scholars have long commented on this almost-human, youthful satyr calmly pouring wine, asserting its uniqueness and incongruity with the typical satyrs of contemporary art, who are older and hairier in appearance, and more active and lascivious in demeanour. As the statue-type is almost exclusively treated as a work of Praxiteles, this iconography is treated as appearing ex nihilo, and is attributed to the genius and creativity of the master sculptor. Attempts to further understand this seemingly new iconography in Greek art have been limited, and not entirely satisfactory [5; 27; 32; 33; 36] and have even led some scholars to suggest that the statue belongs instead to the Hellenistic or Roman period, and that the statue may be a Roman, rather than Greek, creation [1; 28; 30].

That there is so little variation between the copies suggests that they do stem from a common prototype, and technical details in the working of the marble suggest this prototype was a bronze statue [10, p. 18; 27, p. 418; 33, p. 247]. The one significant difference between the copies is in the placement of the struts and supports, which itself may offer some evidence for the form of the prototype. The variation in structural supports suggests the possibility that the prototype had none of these, which would be the case on a bronze statue which would not need them [28, p. 77; but see 14]. All of the statues have a support against the left leg, with the exception of the Palermo statue (Fig. 1), which is supported on the right. The support may be a simple quadrilateral bar or an elaborate spiral, but most take the shape of a knotted tree trunk, to which leaves, grapes, or a panther skin may be added. Some sit right up against the leg, while others are separated and attached to the leg by struts at the knee and/or hip. Two copies have a strut between the head and the oinochoe, while another has a strut between the two legs, and one has a long, large strut from the left hand to the upper thigh [14, pp. 118, 146] (Fig. 2).

While the precision and accuracy of the Roman works suggest a series based on a bronze archetype, the copy series alone does not indicate whether such an archetype would have been Greek, Hellenistic, or Roman. To address this question, we must look to the broader use of this pose in the material record to determine when and where this imagery developed. The earliest extant usage of this particular stance appears in 4th-century Athens, clearly indicating that this specific composition was used before the Roman period. The pose is first found on a large series of Attic 4th-century banquet reliefs dating from roughly 400 to 300 BCE [7]. The images in the series depict a reclining male banqueter, a female seated at the end of the kline, and a slave serving wine. The earliest known works in this series appear in Athens ca. 400 BCE and initially depict the cup-bearer standing frontally, facing the viewer, holding the oinochoe in one hand and a phiale in the other (Fig. 2). Beginning from ca. 350, the cup-bearer in the scenes adopts a new pose, that of the Pouring Satyr (Fig. 3). The similarities between the
cup-bearer on banquet reliefs and the later Roman statues have long been recognized and the two sets of images are undeniably linked [18, p. 193; 31, p. 20; 7, p. 325; 25, p. 254]. The question then is whether the reliefs were the archetype for the Roman statues, or if the reliefs and statues share a common source [1, pp. 112–113; 30, p. 266]. If we posit, as we have, a bronze archetype for the copy series, then we must think about where such a bronze statue fits into the image transmission. If the reliefs are in fact the source of the image, then they must have first inspired a bronze statue of at least the 3rd century which then inspired the Roman series. What seems more plausible is that the image was transmitted from a three-dimensional, full scale bronze statue into the small-scale, two-dimensional banquet reliefs. In this scenario, it is the bronze statue which inspired both the relief series and the Roman statue series (Fig. 3).

The genesis of the cup-bearer on the 4th-century banquet reliefs further supports this proposed image transmission. The cup-bearer is not simply a stock figure taken from an established iconographic tradition and placed in the relief scenes. It is a new pose, not previously seen in banquet imagery, and moreover, it is a new pose added to a relief tradition which had been established about half a century earlier. While innovation was certainly possible within that tradition, it does not appear to have been one of the goals. The Attic banquet reliefs span a period of roughly a century, and once the iconography is established, the scene itself and the figures within it undergo little change, the one and only exception being the new pose of the cup-bearer [7, p. 324]. Given that no real innovation is associated with the larger, more important figures in the scene, it stands to reason that a major change in the presentation of the less important cup-bearer is significant. Moreover, the individual cup-bearers, despite being remarkably homogenous, vary slightly with respect to the placement of the left arm. While this variance in detail may seem a minor point, Dentzer notes that it is best explained by the existence of an archetype which was faithfully copied initially, then subsequently less precisely [7, p. 326]. This same reproduction with minor differentiation is seen in the Roman copy series as well, and is the primary reasons for identifying the series as such (Fig. 4).

The pose is also depicted on the relief frieze on the Lysikrates Monument in the Street of Tripods in Athens, dated back to 334 BCE. The frieze runs around the top of the monument.

Counter to this claim see [2, p. 243, no. 637; 34, p. 228; 25, p. 254].
and illustrates the myth of Dionysus and the Tyrrhenian pirates, who captured Dionysus and were then turned into dolphins by the angry god. The frieze depicts a frenetic scene as satyrs chase and punish pirates, some of whom escape into the sea in mid-transformation. In the midst of all the action is a pair of satyrs on either side of a krater, both in a pose reminiscent of Pouring Satyr (Fig. 4). The satyr on the left is in three-quarter frontal profile and moves toward the krater, holding in his right hand an oinochoe from which he pours into a phiale in his left. On the other side of the krater stands a second satyr in a similar, though not identical pose. He stands in three-quarter dorsal profile and in his right hand holds up a phiale, rather than an oinochoe, while his left arm hangs down, obscured by the drapery hanging off his left shoulder. Not only do the two satyrs utilize the pouring pose, but also present both a frontal and dorsal view of the same composition, perhaps both sides of a statue they are quoting. In addition, the pose is awkwardly rendered and does not seem to lend itself particularly well to the medium, further suggesting that the satyrs are specifically quoting or referencing a representation in a different medium, as are the cup-bearers on the banquet reliefs. Given the Athenian context for both the banquet reliefs and the Lysikrates Monument, and hence the specifically Athenian usage of the pose, an Athenian prototype seems most likely, perhaps set up near the sanctuary of Dionysus Eleuthereus just down the road from the Lysikrates Monument. This archetype would predate the appearance of the pose on the banquet reliefs (ca. 350) and the Lysikrates Monument (334), suggesting a date in the first half of the 4th century.

While none of the individual pieces of evidence by themselves are conclusive, taken together they form a strong argument for a common archetype for the relief sculptures and the Roman copies, which took the form of a bronze statue, and was prominently displayed and easily recognizable. The question then is whether the young, almost human satyr is, in fact, incongruous with the iconography of the satyrs who came before him. And satyrs of the 5th and early 4th centuries are primarily found not in sculpture, but in Attic vase-painting. In fact, it is in 6th-century vase-painting that the iconography of the Athenian satyr has its origins [3; 12]. These early satyrs are hairy, bearded figures regularly engaged in music, dancing, drinking, and sexual gratification [15]. Through the 5th century, though, satyrs begin to lose their beard, becoming younger and younger, and by the second half of the 5th century, satyrs may be of all ages; old, middle-aged, adolescent, child, and baby. They may even all exist together, as a sort of satyr family.

Concurrent with this change is a change in the activities in which the satyrs
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6 The pose of the Pouring Satyr was later adopted for the top (human) half of two centaurs in a painting in the third room of the Tumulus Kasta near Amphipolis, dating to the late 4th century [6]. That the pose was appropriated and applied to the centaurs is further evidence to suggest the pose was found in a monument of some significance and/or visibility.

7 For example, Karlsruhe 208, BA 207151, ARV² 618.3, Add² 270, LIMC VIII, pl. 754, Silenoi 46a.
engage. Satyrs in the 5th century take up various activities in which their 6th-century counterparts did not engage; the symposium, athletics, courtship, and religious rituals, all while dressing and behaving like Athenian citizens [13; 20]. And as the satyr becomes younger and co-opts human and specifically civic activities, he loses much of his wild demeanour and develops a calm outward appearance, belying his animal nature. The increasingly anthropomorphic character of the satyr is not just a function of his physical appearance but is also a matter of his more tranquil conduct [35].

It is not difficult to see how the Pouring Satyr fits into this iconographical framework. The Pouring Satyr is youthful, with the lean, lightly muscled body of an adolescent, like the beardless satyrs found on vases. His manner is quiet and calm; he is oblivious to the external world and focuses all his attention on the act of pouring wine. There is no frenetic action, no engagement with satyr companions, only the solitary youth solemnly engaged in the task at hand. Within this developmental framework, the act of wine pouring itself deserves attention. Mirroring the general trajectory of satyr behaviour from the start of the 6th to the end of the 5th century, wine pouring scenes full of movement, energy, and sexuality become primarily, although not exclusively, calm, solemn affairs. On 6th-century vases, satyrs and wine are often found together in the vineyard, where they prepare wine and occasionally serve it to Dionysus, who may be standing, seated, or reclining8. Satyrs also serve Dionysus his wine, unmixed from a wine skin or amphora, in a thiasos context as part of thiasos scenes that are frenetic and energetic, including music, dancing, drinking, and ithyphallic satyrs9.

By contrast, red-figure scenes of wine service, particularly towards the end of the 5th century, tend towards a different presentation, and it is in these scenes that we most closely see the vase-painting counterpart to the Pouring Satyr statue [35]. On a stamnos in Paris, Dionysus and Heracles recline on the ground playing a game of kottabos while a satyr stands at the end of the couch, to the left of the scene10. He holds an oinochoe in his raised right hand, ready to pour for the two banqueters. The mood is relaxed; there is no music, no dancing, and no lascivious behaviour. The satyr is a young boy, standing calmly in profile, identified as a satyr by his tail alone. A fragment in Tubingen presents a similar pouring figure, standing calmly in profile holding a kantharos and oinochoe11. He stands at the far left of the scene, looking towards the centre, where a standing Dionysus faces a seated Ariadne on his right. His head and backside are broken off, so the image is missing the ears and tail to confirm his identity, but given the context the figure is most likely a satyr. However, the ambiguity speaks to the interchangeability of the satyr boy and the human boy. This ambiguity is underscored by comparison with the pouring

9 For example: Würzburg L265, BA 310451, Add2 43, Para 63, Hedreen 1992 pl. 29; Copenhagen Chr VIII 807, ARV 337.1, LIMC III, pl. 413, Dionysus 459; Gravisca, Grabungsnv. 72/221, BA 24689, Heinemann p. 117, fig. 54.
10 Louvre G114, BA 202932, ARV2 257.14, Add2 83, Heinemann 72, fig. 20.
11 Tubingen, Arch. Inst. 5439, BA 213727, ARV2 1057.97, Para 445, Heinemann 214, fig. 136.
figure on a chous in Athens. A bearded man stands to the right of the altar in the centre of the scene, onto which he lays branches. To the left, is a frontal facing youth, drinking from a skyphos in his right hand. To the far right of the scene is the young wine pourer. He stands in profile, looking towards the worshippers, and holds an oinochoe in his hand. He is clearly human; there is nothing either in context or physicality to suggest otherwise. Nonetheless, both his physicality and his pose look like that of the pouring satyrs on the Louvre stamnos and Tubingen fragment.

A second set of images further proves this point. A krater in Agrigento, dating back to the end of the 5th century, depicts a young satyr acting as cup-bearer at a divine banquet (Fig. 5). Dionysus and Hephaestus, identified by inscription, recline on a kline; at the foot of the couch stand a maenad and satyrs, while at the head of the couch is a young satyr as cup-bearer. The satyr cup-bearer, identified only by his pointed ears, stands calmly, frontally, holding an oinochoe, ready to pour wine as needed. A similar banqueting figure, this time human, is found on a lebes fragment in Palermo. The youth stands between two couches of banqueters, wreathed and holding an oinochoe in his hand. Like the satyr on the Agrigento krater, he stands frontally, ready to pour wine for the banqueters from the krater to his left. There is little difference between the two figures either in physicality or pose beyond their respective immortal and mortal statuses (Fig. 5). Moreover, both frontal and profile poses are echoed on 4th century reliefs. A commemorative relief from Piraeus, dating to the second half of the 4th century, depicts a young satyr as cup-bearer to Dionysus. On the right, Dionysus is shown seated in profile, holding out his kantharos and facing left, looking toward the young satyr. The satyr, also in profile, approaches with an oinochoe in his right hand. There are similarities between this young satyr and the pouring figures on the vases from the Louvre, Tubingen, and Athens. The frontal pouring figure from the Agrigento and Palermo vases is reproduced in the cup-bearing youth of the Attic banquet reliefs discussed above. The Attic banquet reliefs with the frontal figure then are linked to those with the dorsal pouring figure, which finally is linked to the Pouring Satyr statue.

It is clear, then, that there exists a tradition of youthful satyrs pouring wine on Attic vases in the latter half of the 5th century. It is also clear that these satyrs are not only iconographically linked to human boys pouring wine at banquets, but that these figure are interchangeable in their portrayal. This iconography for both human and satyr boys extends into 4th century re-
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12 Athens, 3. Ephorie Inv. 3500. BA 28128, Heinemann, p. 459, fig. 310.
13 Agrigento 1501, BA 217596, ARV² 134.7, Para 482, LIMC III pl. 363, Dionysos 560.
14 Palermo Arch. Mus. O. Inv., ARV² BA 215258, Heinemann p. 38, fig. 9.
15 AthMusEpi 13262, LIMC III pl. 854, Dionysos 495.
liefs sculpture. The transfer of iconography between vases and sculpture underscores the visual communication between media, offering a place in this tradition for sculpture in the round. This confirms that the iconography of the *Pouring Satyr* need not be *ex nihilo* or incongruous, as it was previously thought. Rather, the *Pouring Satyr* is very much a counterpart to the young cup-bearers of the 5th and 4th centuries, and part of a natural progression of a well-established iconography that confirms the statue’s place within the 4th century artistic tradition.
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Аннотация. Изучение греческой скульптуры имеет продолжительную и непростую историю: от Винкельмановских рассуждений о «расцвете и закате» античного искусства и Фуртвенгерловского поиска греческих оригиналов на основе анализа римских копий (Kopienkritik) до отрицания греческого
контекста и оформившейся в конце XX столетия сосредоточенности части научного сообщества на римской контекстуализации. Хотя у адептов трех позиций в корне различались задачи и подходы к их решению, в центре внимания всех всегда оказывался культ античного художника. Автор статьи отходит от проблемы авторства и на примере статуи Сатира, наливающего вино, обращается именно к контекстной стороне вопроса. Появление этого статуарного типа, известного только в римских копиях, всегда связывалось с именем Праксителя — скульптора, творившего в IV в. до н.э. Такая атрибуция была основана на данных письменных источников и стилистическом анализе при сопоставлении с другими копиями римского времени. В статье статуя переосмысливается исключительно с позиций учёта подлинных греческих археологических свидетельств, относящихся к самой статуе и к решению о ее атрибуции. Внимание автора сосредоточено на композиции скульптуры, позе и иконографии персонажа. Подобный анализ представляет убедительные аргументы в пользу реального существования в IV в. до н.э. прототипа для известных сегодня римских копий. Более того, сопоставление статуи с известной почти исключительно по аттическим вазовым росписям иконографией сатиров классического времени подтверждает её точное «попадание» в иконографические схемы IV в. до н.э. в самом широком смысле. Таким образом, появляется возможность поместить Сатира в конкретный «художественный пейзаж» классической Греции, т.е. в общий контекст с теми произведениями искусства, датировка которых бесспорна. Контекстный анализ позволяет выдвинуть исследование за пределы стилистического анализа и художественной атрибуции и начать рассматривать произведение как неотъемлемую часть визуального ландшафта классических Афин с тем, чтобы точнее определить значение произведения и самой фигуры сатира в более широком смысле.
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